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AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION IN NIGERIA: WHICH WAY?
PAPER FOR T3E E.C.A. SEMINAR IN DAKAR: DECEMBER 1973

ANECDOTE;-

Grains of corn were being thrown to two chickens
one at a time with the view to ensure some form of equit¬
able distribution. But the stronger chicken always scared
away the weaker and picked the latter's share. Then a

passer-by querried; Why not throw more grains at a time?
This was done and while the stronger was busy, the weaker
also had the opportunity to get enough for itself.

INTRODUCTION ~

Agricultural Revolution in Nigeria defined simply as the stage
in the country's development when about 20% of the population can feed
the rest in addition to providing necessary raw materials for her in¬

dustries, has become elusive to attain.

In his address to the Manufacturers' Association of Nigeria in
November 1971, the late Mr. Adbul A. Atta regretted that agrarian re¬

volution has never preceded industrial revolution. He feared that

this would lead to "disequilibria in productivity efficiency and em¬

ployment (which) will in turn give rise to social and political insta¬

bility.... The Nigerian mentality is not geared up to the sacrifice
demanded for rapid industrialization; (thus) there is a serious error

in the planning process which forgoes the political mainstay and power

force." Thus he recommended that at least "a balance must be struct
-|

between national resources directed to industry and agriculture."

The plan however did not strike the balance. Resultantly the

oft-quoted egalitarianism of the plan is faced with contradictions when
checked against the real situation in the country. For example the

plan does not envisage anything like pension scheme or free medical

care for farmers as the civil servants enjoy, nor.are the planned
oottage-industries anywhere near implementation. Yet the agricultural

sector had been over-exploited to the disadvantage of over 70% of the

nation's population that are therein employed. The Central Bank in its
annual report last year said that the "entire fabric" of the agricultur
sector should be reorganized since it has now become a "source of con¬
cern". Except in 1969, the agricultural output for 1972 was the lowest
since i960.
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nation,'s population that are therein employed.. The Central Bank
in its annual report last year said that the ""entire- fabric" of
the agricultural sector should be reorganized since it has now

become a "source of concerni' Except in 1969? the agricultural

output for 1972 was. the lowest since 1960.

APPROACHES T-Q gOG-IO—ECQITOMIC- AlTI) TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

Approaches to socio-economic and technological ..development vary
from nation to nation; but for developing countries three major ones

can be distinguished. These, are:.- Radical and Ideologically
oriëntated Approach', Gradualist Approach and Reactionary Approach.

The first seeks to radically reduce sharp class distinctions
and mobilize all the citizens for active participation in economic
and technological development based on Marian philisophy and ideo¬

logy. The Soviet Republics and China in their early days typify
such radical approaches. Cuba, Chile and Guinea are struggling
along same lines.

The second tries to please the elitist groups and therefore
maintains the colonial social structure with minor modifications

that tends to give limited progress but,at the heavy expense of rc-
2

sources. Nigeria falls into this category.

The third which is also common can be found in those nations

still maintaining feudalistic or colonial social structures.

Nigeria's present socio-political system makes the first approach

difficult, because as Mr. Ikoku said the elite classes (both tradi¬
tional and'modern) are strong and in power.^ Yet the Governor of
North Central State has observed that the country cannot without
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That no cultural trait can he "borrowed, without some modifications
5

has been shown by Barnett. Even when a cultural trait is wholly

imitated, sufficient modifications are necessary to make a trait accept¬
able in the host culture. There is therefore no justification for
hesitation in examining various ideological concepts to see which ones

can be incorporporated into our traditional system to provide the

necessary radical changes.

According to Olayide et al agricultural revolution in Nigeria
will come about in 20 years time from now| but even sc it is considered
here that lots of reforms are necessary.^ ;

AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION IN NIGERIA

The present socio-political set up in the country allots the

special function of economic development to a newly formed body called

Nigerian Economic Advisory Council. This co-ordinates the Public and
Private Sectors of the economy, and advises the relevant Federal
Ministries so as to promote economic development.

There is also the National Council for Science and Technology

(launched in 1970) which has to formulate scientific and technologi¬
cal policy(ies) for the Government Ministeries by creating and co¬

ordinating research efforts of the newly launched Agricultural Research
Council of Nigeria, Industrial Research Council, Nigerian Medical
Research Council, etc.

Since 1965, when it was formed, the Federal Ministry of Agriculture
and Natural Resources (F.M.A.N.R.) representing the Government stands

at the peak of all matters related to Agriculture and Natural' Resources
in the country. It co-ordinates the activities of those in the twelve
states for national and international purposes. It also acts as

channels through which national and international agricultural "aids"
in the form of conference-results, research findings, planning and
administration get to the states' ministries, and on to the farmers.
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The Ministry has undergone many organizational changes al-
most similar to the suggested model of Olayide, et. al. Agricul¬
tural Engineering, soil survey, etc. are not subsumed under Agri¬
cultural Research Council which co-ordinates all research activities

related to agriculture, whether undertaken in the Universities or

in specialist research institutions like the Cocoa Research Institute

of Nigeria. Other auxilary but advisory bodies include the National
Council for Agriculture and Natural Resources, The Agricultural Society
of Nigeria, The Nigeria Association for Agricultural Information,
Nigerian Socioty for Animal Production, National Tobacco Advisory Commit¬
tee end National Fishery Development Committee.

The functions of the states' Ministries of Agriculture and
Natural Resources are fundamentally development?-which is-done

through extension units which gets directly in touch with the farmers.
The produce of the farmers in the form of food crops are consumed

locally or exported to other parts of the country? but the cash

crops such as cocoa and cotton are bought by the States Marketing
Boards which until last April used to dictate the price of such pro¬

duce. These State Marketing Boards also operate jointly through the

Nigeria Produce Marketing Company to reach the international markets
for sale of this produce.

Needless to repeat that this structure of administration for

our agriculture and natural resources, in spite of all the numerous

"adviser" organizations; has been grossly inefficient. While the
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources had undoi'-

gone some radical changes, the State Ministries, the Marketing Boards
and Research Institutions have not undergone the necessary organisa¬
tional changes that ©an promote efficient adminstration and exploita-

t ; . • •• ;f • - '
tion of the agricultural sector of the economy. We now examine
them in turn.
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Extension Services.

Mid-Western State's Ministry, one of the best in the country,
is used here as an illustration. The Ministry's organizational struc-

g
ture is illustrated on Charts 1 and 2 below. These represent some

9
significant improvements on what is in the F.A.O. document and what
is practised in the Western State.

Professor Taiwo-Williams^ recommends a maximum of four stages

of communication lines between the Ministry's specialist officer and
the farmer instead of six which was in practice in Western Nigeria

in 1971• That of Mid-west is four. Thus special information from

the D.C.A.O. goes to the circlà's S.A.0. (Stage 1) who in turn passes

it on to the Divisional A.O. (Stage 2) and then on to the Zonal A.A.

(Stage 3) and on for the farmer's consumption (Stage 4). This to
him minimises the chances of mistake being compounded.

Other "improvement" recommendations which have been made, if

carefully considered will be found applicable to the Mid-west and
11

other states of the Federation. For example, the whole administra¬
tive structure of the civil service is noted to discourage efficiency.
Professor Olayide, et al exclaim: "It seems so strange that our govern¬

ment officials stigmatize peasant farmers as indolent, under-employed,
and unresponsive to innovations, when their own indoor activities

12
leave much to be desired."

There is also the perennial question of coverage due either to

shortage of manpower in the extension unit or laxity. In his presiden¬

tial address to the Science Association of Nigeria's 14th Annual

Conference, Dr. Ukoli said:

"Any one of the numerous agricultural scientists in
Nigeria will tell you that we have amassed a lot of
useful data on various food and cash crops, and that
our agricultural practice remains at the primitive
and peasant level only because of poor extension
services and storage problems. Who and what are
they waiting for to transfer all this knowledge to
the farm to produce more and better quality food for
the hungry masses of Nigeria?
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Our suggestion is: Why not make Mohammed go to the mountain?
A mass communication medium can place the farmers in such a position

that they themselves will he hunting for the innovations. In the
East-Central State, during a ten week fertilizer promotion campaign
in May-July 19729 about 55,000farmers were reported to have bought

14
140 tons of fertilizer. A systematic campáign using the most
efficient information medium - the radio - will help achieve a lot

for the whole country.

Also, ocnspicuously absent from the charts are any indications
of systematic feed back communications along the line. Statistics
of fertilizer sales- and occasional complaints by one or two farmers

are taken as evidence of rejection or acceptance of innovations.
This appears grossly inadequate. Socio-economic studies of the
farmers' responses to innovational in-puts must be regarded fis

necessary aspects of the research and extension sections. Seventy-
five Rural Sociologists and Agricultural Economists employed by the
twelve states (even with B.Sc. and some on-the-job-training), e,t
the average of one per two administrative divisions to collect data
from farmers in the whole country would go a long way to providing
much data for use, even for development plans.

Granted also that the farmers constitute a private sector of

this particular ministry, it is much unlike the private sector of the
trade and industry ministriesj e.g. in none of the various advisory
bodies mentioned earlier are the farmers represented.

Secondly the high rate of illiteracy in the agricultural private
sector robs it of opportunities to make its feelings known through
the medium of the press, while the commercial and' industrial counter¬
parts utilize this opportunity to their advantage.
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Thirdly our value-system is loaded against the agricultural pri¬
vate sector for long. Wot only are the peasants described in derogator

terms, but also no far-reaching efforts have even been made to help
raise their standard of living. For example in all its history of

existence, no marketing Board has established a scholarship fund for
children of peasants or would-be farmers while the industrial training
fund has been established, and is doing well.

Fourthly, agriculture per se is not popular. Even among graduates
the "choice of agriculture as a career is not as popular as other pro¬

fessions... (like) medicine, engineering, the law and even the liberal
arts.

Fifthly, while associations and unions of all occupations are

formed even on and about agriculture, peasants' associations are dis¬
couraged. We hear of them only when they are forced to riot. Thus
the agricultural private sector needs special and radical attention
to make it stand on its feet.

With increase in produder prices as announced in April 1973,
interest in farmers' organizations can be controlled and centered

on rural development activities. Their associations can then be given
official encouragement.

The Marketing Boards

The Marketing Boards have often been critized for management in¬

competence and poor fiscal policy for the farmers.^ Fraudulent

practices aside, the funotion which the Marketing Boards were set up

to perform (i.e. price stabilization) has only once been performed,
in 1971 in the Western State since its inception -in. 1947*
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"... "but there is no doubt that down the years, the
marketing board system has muloted farmers of many millions
of pounds over and above■their regular taxes and,that,
in contrast to what happens in Western Europe and
North America, farmers have been subsidising other tax
payers." 17

It has been argued that the boards' policies at the initial

stage were justified as means of preventing inflation, but sufficient
modifications should have been made as time went on to suit the rising

cost of living which gradually crept into the economic system. Other
unfavourable effects have been the cheapening of agricultural pro¬

duces and increase in smuggling of produce to neighbouring countries.

i;:i • The activities of the Boards' licensed buying agents and pro-

duce inspectors, have also come under heavy criticism. ïhey are in¬

adequately supervised by the boards and all forms of malpractices
including tampering with scales to cheat the farmers are indulged in.
The situation is similar even with food crops. A call has therefore
been made for public policy that would eliminate this "army of
middlemen who stands between the farmer and his consumers..." and

take away about 30% or more of his produce balance.

Reforms of the Marketing Boards and the licensed buying agencies
have been suggested thus:- The Marketing Board system should
be discontinued while Nigerian businessmen and farmers' co-operatives
deal directly with the international markets. Thus competition

among the agent for the farmers produce would create the environment
for giving higher prices to the farmers, subject to fixed minimum

19
prices. Then within a time period of 6-10 years, a federation of
farmers co-operatives (by crops specialization) would be developed to
take over all internal purchases and storages which the businessmen
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or Nigerian companies take over shipping and selling of the produce
overseas and other African countries. Meanwhile the marketing hoards

role would be to act as residual "buyers for produce not purchased by

private businessmen. The .Nigerian National Supply Company can then
be brought in to handle excess food crops. The problem of sufficient
tax returns for the government can be solved by taxing the co¬

operative societies just as the other private businesses are taxed.
This will not be difficult especially with the present institutiona¬
lized tax revenue court.

Research Institutions;

Research Institutions in the country have been very active ex¬

cept that with the history of their colonial background, priorities
have often been wrongly arranged^ and given the elitist education
which produced the researchers, and the general political environ¬
ment in which they find themselves, their institutions have served
the agricultural private sector less than it could have done.

Agricultural research started as part of the extension services
of the then Department of Agriculture with headquarters at Moor

Plantation, Ibadan, and branch departments at Samaru and Umudike. Th
main objective of increasing production (undoubtedly for European

factories) has continued even with the establishment of larger insti¬
tutions like Cocoa Research (formerly W. A.C.R.I. ).• 'The role of re¬

search. activities in the universities was not much different, re¬

sulting in official incapability to control the industrial driving
20

force of the country.

On research institutes. Dr. Babajide observes that "the re¬

search results from the Federal Institute of Industrial Research have

been rather meagre and disappointing.... (as) to render the existence
of the Institute questionable." He went on to observe that "Nigeria
has an adequate supply of staff to execute appropriate research
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projects.... ("but) there seems to "be a preponderance of vague jo"b

description, .....( leading) to square pegs in round holes. "

The'establishment of the National Council for Science and

Technology was eagèrîy expected by many Nigerians;? but as Dr. Ukoli

said, this hope had eluded many because of,.the role of "Directors of
meetings" who have little or no time and/or competence to direct the
"research activities they are supposed to direct. Norse still is the
fact that the governing councils of most of the institutions are "a

22
jamboree of representatives from all the states-.!'

Nhile agreeing with Dr. Ukoli»s observation, we observe here
that the Nigerian Scientists will also need to improve on their own

image. They must join efforts at getting an arrangement whereby the
farmers' interests can be adequately represented on the governing
councils of these institutions and thus help neutralize'the forces
that are only interested in Politics. It must be noted that the

Scientists are only reaping what the Nigerian educated elite (politi¬
cians, soldiers, lecturers etc) had sown earlier. And it is only
they who can help bring the desired change in such a gradualist

approach. As at present some negative functions of the political
behaviour of the early Nigerian intellectuals have been the genera¬

tion of "fear" and "mistrust" among some sections of the Nigerian

community. Such communities which are educationally depressed are now

left with political power to utilize. Until such communities can

produce their own scientists the expected reforms cannot come about

easily. This calls for national as against sectional orientation.

Nigerian Scientists must now pay more attention to those activi¬
ties that are likely to lead to" manufacturing and not those that

only increase production. "Farmers have been noted to be very res-

ponsive to higher producer prices ; which can only come if there is
diversification from tr'aditioinal markets, especially the international
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ones. For example the South-Eastern State Government's decision to

build a factory for cocoa-wine is estimated to bring twice the pro¬

ducer price to the farmers. Production of cocoa-bread,

cocoa-"magarine" pineapple-soap, groundnut-cream, hand tools etc.
should be the target of Nigerian Scientists.

Lack of markets can no longer constitute a problème'• 'Not only
is there need to increase home consumption of calorie and protein

intake for which there,is- large market, but also other African coun¬

tries and even Euro-Asia countries are potential markets.

Land Reforms

Land reform is another aspect of agricultural administration in
23the country that needs looking into. Dr. Adegboye has argued that

land reform is not only a question of redistributing land to farmers
but also changing the traditional social institutions that govern
land tenancy, credit, etc. His recommendations are worth looking
into as the problem is getting more acute daily. Reports of farmers

being driven out from lands already given out by other members of the
donor-families are common in the Western States especially since
such farms have no conveyance documents. The role of public letter
writters in preparing such conveyance documents after the Federal

Governments' legislation is decreed should also be looked
into*

Others

The establishment of the Agricultural Credit Bank (hopefully
with branches in various divisions and districts). Irrigation

Engineering courses in some of the Colleges of Technology, the
National Youth Service Corps, proposed cattle Ranches, Irrigation
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Projects in K-ano State, etc. are- all positive official. steps towards
agricultural revolution5 except that these, must all he intensified.
For example, Irrigation' Engineering and. Agronomy (not Irrigation
alone) courses- should -ho combined and taught in ALL collages of

Technology in the-country, so that in 5"-1 0 years time there would be
sufficient production of literate farmers to undertake private

farming. It is necessary that each college establish its own, as

the impact on the environment is very crucial. For the Corps, all

undergraduates should take a compulsory one-year course'in "Nigerian"
or "African Studies" as preparation for the National Service instead
of the present practice where they only know about their host states.
The role of Agriculture in our economy for example-would-then be

clearly marked out even for the electrical-engineer, graduate before
he leaves for the Youth Corps. For as Nr. Agnsiobiusaid "even though

agriculture has been taught- for the past. 20 years or-.-more.as rural
science in our school system, it has not made the considerable im¬
pact that science- teaching made on our school-leavers"?^ A complete
course on our economy, history, ethnic groups and political machinery
etc. for all -undergraduates will net be a wasted-offort.

Problems

The implementation of our recommendations is naturally going to

encounter some problems, two' of' which we considVr to bé'major,
namely:- International and National Vested Interests.'

The negative role of International Market prices for out pro¬

duction is too obvious to be worth repeating here. What may be re¬

called is their r.o.lo even within the country. .. For example, in the
oil industry Mr. Asiodu noted that Shell B.P. has trained only 340

graduates in 25 years of her activities in the country whereas for
1971 ulone-, her turnover exceeded £400 million. Yet the role of the
oil industry in agricultural revolution is obvious. His solution
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is that Nigeria is now looking for "friendly governments which either

share our political or economic aspirations" such as "the socialist
25

countries or Japan or India."

As regards expert advice, Mr. Hawson-Wright observes: "We are

all aware of the so-called experts from overseas who .after picking
the brains of Nigerians and reading through some official paper

prepared by other overseas or local experts on the job, prepare

reports which may have drawn heavily on the prejudices of his fellow
' 26

expatriates during discussions in clubs or select parties.

One may only add that in their "Strategies and Recommendations
for Nigerian Rural Development 1969/85" members of consortium never

foresaw any possibility of local industries taking off5 hence wheat

growing in Kainji for example should be discouraged'especially since
27

petroleum will provide enough foreign exchange reserves. No wonder
others like Nr. Onoge and Oni have asked for total cultural dis-

2ô
sociation from these International Powers.

Internal Vested Interests are basically the elite, both tradi¬
tional and western orionted. Mr. Bamgbose, a literate Nigerian
farmer once noted that when farmers demand information, "the people
who should give the information usually regard it as strictly personal

29 '
and confidential."

On free education for the whole country for example, the tradi¬
tional elite in some states did not show enough encouragement. In
Kano State, one of the richest in the country, the Governor had to

plead; "It is an abominable shame to see one man paying for about
40 people to go to Mecca at a time an! building magnifiaient houses
for girl-friends, xíhen such a man cannot pay for five children to
attend schools." Nor has the take-over of schools been successful

yet. But literate farmers should bo trained, Education should there¬

fore not only be free and compulsory but also geared to meet our

present needs which include agricultural development.
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Federal Government's dhole ..r; - i :d.
4 " ' x ï v „ .

The Federal Military Government is noted for its "self-imposed
low profile and style of government" in spite of some "revolutionary

'■f—r; .■
- r • 31

fundamental changes" it has introduced into the country. Its

attention must now he drawn to the points we have raised here. These

include s -

1. Mobilization of the farmers through their co-operative unions,

by using mass communication media especially the radio to invite them
• 32

to. adopt innovations for more production and consumption5

2. Increasing producer prices-for their commodities and encouraging
them through communal efforts, to undertake the construction of roads,

schools, cottage agro-based industries, etc. etc. (may he a Federal
Government body of "Rural Developers" to actively pursue recommenda¬
tions (1 & 2) could he established with branches in all the states.

This will not only supplement the efforts of the States hut also
be an institutional check on them, since they will bo reporting
their progress to the Federal Government's Agricultural Research
Council directly). j

3. Reforming the marketing of produce, land .tenure and the Civil
Service systems3 so that the farmers' interests will be adequately

represented.
■

, " 1 '-L J

4. Getting the educated arid traditional elites.; as well, as inter¬

national vested interest to accommodate the necessary sacrifices for

the interest of the nation. '--u. ; -

I i- .! ■. * •-■*» • is:-- -• ,

5- Encouraging Rigefian Scientists and Intellectuals (including
the radicals)"^ to-formulate, joint policies for the government as

well as intensifying' research for not only production of raw materials
but also manufacturing.
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6. Gearing our educational system to respond to the agricultural
needs of the country, and

7» Giving priority to processing and storage facilities.

When details are worked out, the efforts required here would
not "be much different from those for the current indigenization

policy.

Enough grains must "be thrown to all the chickens at a time to
reduce exploitation of the farmers. Prof. Okediji puts it this way

"... the ultimate achievement of an egalitarian society does not
lie solely in higher rate of economic growth hut also in the way in

34
which the opportunity structures are distributed." The dynamics of
the society are such that such recommendations cannot be ignored for

long. The Nigerian Scientists never knew that they would one day
oome to their present experiences when they introduced tribal politics
into their institutions. Nor can the negative results of sectional

politics by our first politicians be gorgotten so soon.

Expectations

As all these recommendations geared towards increased agricul¬
tural production and efficient marketing are undertaken, the,,labour
force in the agricultural œctor will tend to reduce. First the youth
will leave for school. Most of the aged will be retiring! some of
the active farmers will divert into becoming village shop keepers,

transporters, contractors for tho school blocks, roads, etc.
These who still want to get to the cities may still do so. In most

cases, only those who spend their extra money for marrying more wives
will remain to farm. Meanwhile the literate farmers including some

voluntary pensioners who want to mechanize every phase of the farming
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activity must have aequirèd the necessary technique and capital

(most probably from the agricultural Credit Bank) to.start on their
own and replace the peasants. With sufficient money in their hands,
those who remain can be the focus for attracting agro-bàsed òottage

industries, into the-areas.

A constant review of the progress made in this sector will go a

long way to channel activities towards our goal in the next twenty
• •years.; - anslcido e.a . „•

Conclusion

It has been shown in this paper that the poor performance of the

agricultural sector has been the result of inadequate but exploita¬
tive attention given to it - a sector so crucial.for our development.
A near total mobilization is the least required to produce the de¬

sired-positive results, even in a gradualist approach.

This paper has drawn heavily on local sources and newspaper

reports as well as reported speeches of the authorities to illustrate

that we have all that is needed to form an attainable, and workable

vision (ideology?) of a Nigeria we want. Never a borrowed one.'

Thus effective participation of all in designing such a workable
"vision" will help as a guide for development and what we want to
leave for posterity. Whether we do so now or not, the social effects
for good or ill are inevitable.
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